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HO’OPONOPONO PRACTITIONER LEVEL 1
ANGELA HUTCHEON- PSYCHIC MEDIUM, GMT, ATLANTEAN GMT, LEMURIAN SEED CRYSTAL
GMT, PLEIADIAN MASTER/TEACHER, HO’OPONOPONO Practitioner/Teacher
Course - Credits: 3
The purpose of this certification program is to give you a broad and in-depth perspective on the
practice of ho’oponopono. The primary focus of the certification program is to introduce and
explain the evolution and origins of modern ho’oponopono. As we progress, you will master the
different practices, including the mantra, prayers, cleaning tools and meditations. The ultimate,
goal is to have you become proficient in the most effective ways to utilize ho’oponopono so that
you will be able include this practice in your everyday life.
LEVEL 2
HAWIAAN TRINITY AMAKUA
(The Father- Higher Self)
(in psychology: Superconscious)
UHANE
(The Mother: The Conscious Self)
(in psychology: The Ego)
(in Huna, also, the Soul)
UNIHIPILI
The Child: The Subconscious Self
(in psychology: The Id. Also: Inner Child)
These Three Selves must work together as a whole for us to be happy and well.
In the Hawiaan Trinity Reiki, each of the three “levels” corresponds to one of the three selves.
Amakua: Kahuna Reiki
Uhane: Uhana Nui Reiki
Unihipili: Alha Reiki
HAWIAAN MAGIC
This teaching is powerful in its simplicity. It is based on Hawaiian Buna science, the magic of
mind and soul. When properly applied, it brings wisdom and realization of Oneness.
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RAINBOW LIGHT MEDITATION
Taking you through various mediation steps which goes through your entire body this is a
powerful and beautiful meditation part of the Ho’oponopono techniques
HO’OPONOPONO CLEANING CELL
We are here for Divine Inspiration, Divine solutions to our own problems and Divine Guidance as
we clean our shared memories. It is important during the call for us to resist the temptation to
give advice, solve problems or jump into someone else’s story—that’s the Divine’s job. Usually,
we just clean on ourselves as a person talks and leave it to the Divine to clean what He deems
necessary in all of us. We just invite, by asking that our shared memories to be cleaned and
using the statements, Divine decides what gets cleaned. Something always gets cleaned,
whether we are consciously aware of it or not.
THE 12 STEPS OF HO’OPONOPONO – ADVANCED SELF-I-DENTITY HO’OPONOPONO
THE INNER CONNECTION
"FOR I AM THE PEACE"
BREATHING (HA) - 9 ROUNDS OPENING PRAYER "I" AM THE "I" (THE "I" PRAYER), SUPPLEMENT
REPENTANCE PRAYER.
HO'OPONOPON - LONG FORM
HO'OPONOPONO - BRIEF FORM H0'OPONOPONO - CONCEPTION
HO'OPONOPONO MAHIKI
RELEASE CLEANSE TRANSMUTE
CLOSING PRAYER - THE PEACE OF "I"
BREATHING (HA) - 7 ROUNDS
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS (IDENTITY OF NATIONS TO DATE)
HO’OMANA ENERGY ATTUNEMENT

Hawaiian Spirituality
Huna, also known in ancient times as Ho'omana, is an ancient Hawaiian spiritual tradition, which
was almost lost when Hawaii was 'invaded' by outside influences.
Modern research has theories that it is incredibly old. How old is still a question for debate.
Legend traces Ho'omana or as it is known today as Huna back to Lemuria. Mu, as it is known in
legends, was a continent that stretched across the Pacific Ocean. All that remains of that
mythical place are it’s largest mountain peaks, known today as Tahiti, Polynesia, New Zealand,
Hawaii, and the other Pacific islands. It is said that the peoples of the South Pacific descended
from Mu and that Huna was their religious philosophy.
Huna is 'religious' only in the sense that it guides us to attain spiritual perfection. It is not,
however, a religion. It is possible to maintain your religious affiliation and practices, and to be a
practitioner of Huna, which is a very broad and inclusive, Universal Way.
Huna is scientific as well since it deals directly with the physical world, in the here and now, and
the processes and techniques produce predictable, repeatable and transferable results with
people and the environment.
These results have been, at times, labeled as magic or occult and yet the unseen forces that
produce these effects are very real. Huna is also a way of life, a philosophy, a way of the heart,
with a strong and yet simple code of ethics. It
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encourages the balance
between the physical, mental,
emotional and spiritual aspects
of 'being'. Huna is all embracing
and sees no conflict with other traditions.
There is no one 'right' Huna, and the customs and details of Huna vary from practitioner to
practitioner, from Island to Island.
WHO’S IN CHARGE
Problems can be solved without knowing what the heck is going on! Realizing and appreciating
this is sheer relief and joy for me. Problem solving, part of the purpose for existence, is what Self
I-Dentity through Ho’oponopono is about. To solve problems, two questions must be addressed:
Who am I? Who’s in charge? To apprehend the nature of the Cosmos begins with the insight of
Socrates: “Know thyself.”
Who’s in charge? Most people, including those in the science community, deal with the world as
being a physical entity. Current research in DNA to identify causes and remedies for heart
disease, cancer, and diabetes is a prime example of this.
PLUS BONUS BOOK
Course Objective:
Is for the student to understand the ancient Hawaiian practice of reconciliation and forgiveness.
Grading Scale:
Grades are assigned as follows, based on percentages:
90-100 = A
80-89 = B
70-79 = C
60-69 = D
0-59 = F
Timeline:
Students have twelve weeks to complete this course.
Enrol and purchase: Course inclusive of certification payment via PayPal and the Home Study
link will be emailed to you.
Please ensure you give your corresponding email address, if different from PayPal Account.
To Enroll and Purchase this Home Study Course return to: Aumvedas Academy
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